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The article entitled “Polynomial-time identification of very simple grammars from positive data” (by T. Yokomori),
Theoretical Computer Science, 298 (2003) 179–206, contains an erroneous definition and results, which was pointed
out by Ryo Yoshinaka, INRIA-Lorraine, France.
(1) The conditions of solution vectors: The current conditions to be satisfied by a solution vector X described on
pages 189–190 are not sufficient for the simulation process performed later in the algorithm IA. One possible way to
fix this problem is to replace with the following: X is a solution vector for R iff it satisfies
(C1) na ≥ −1 for any a ∈ Σ ,
(C2) nb1 + · · · + nbk ≥ 0 for any proper prefix b1 · · · bk of any element in R,
(C3) #a1(w)na1 + · · · + #ar (w)nar = −1 for any w ∈ R
(where (C2), which is a crucial condition, is newly provided by Yoshinaka [1]).
(2) The manner of choosing CR(X ) in Consistent(R) (on page 192): There is a flaw in the procedure of obtaining
fn when no solution vector exists for which CR(X ) is good; the current algorithm IA may output an overgeneralized
conjecture. One simple way of fixing this problem is to choose a minimal fn (with respect to ) in the case above.
(3) The implicit errors of prediction: The following example due to Yoshinaka shows that the algorithm IA makes
implicit errors of prediction whose number is not bounded by any polynomial function of |Σ |.
Let Σ = {ai , ai | 1 ≤ i ≤ m} ∪ {b}. Consider a sample set R0 = {aiaibb, aiaibb | 1 ≤ i ≤ m} from which IA
computes the set of possible solution vectors Vec(R0) consisting of all X = (na1 , na1 , . . . , nam , nam , nb) such that{nai , nai } = {0, 1}(1 ≤ i ≤ m) and nb = −1. Now, for any X in Vec(R0), let
wX = x1 · · · xmby1 · · · ymbm
where if nai = 0, then xi = ai and yi = ai ; otherwise xi = ai and yi = ai . Then, it holds that for any Y ∈ Vec(R0),
Y is a solution vector for R0 ∪ {wX } iff Y 6= X . (∗)
Thus, let G1 be the output grammar of IA obtained from some X1 ∈ Vec(R0) of 2m solution vectors, and consider a
positive example wX1 which forces IA to make an implicit error of prediction, because of the relation (∗). For each
i = 2, . . . , (2m − 1), if IA outputs Gi that is constructed from Xi , then IA is forced to make an implicit error of
prediction whenever a positive example wXi is presented. Thus, IA makes implicit errors of prediction 2m − 1 times,
where m = (|Σ | − 1)/2. (One can assume the target grammar to be the one obtained from the last Xi .) This implies
that Lemma 18 and (subsequently) Theorem 19 do not hold true [2].
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At the moment, I do not have any solution for recovering from this flaw, while the algorithm corrected in the
manner mentioned above in (1) and (2) will work in such a way that the implicit error of prediction is bounded by
O(|Σ |`|Σ |), where ` is the maximum length of positive data given up to the current point.
(4) Finally, M. Wakatsuki, UEC, Japan, kindly called my attention to the example language {abcb} which is very
simple, but clearly not the left Szilard language of any linear grammar. Thus, the statement (1) of Theorem 8 is not
correct and should be removed.
I am greatly indebted to Ryo Yoshinaka for his many insightful comments provided through the communication with
him.
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